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INTRODUCTION

Several years ago, a fellow chaplain commented that not only has our current generation lost
much of their ability to understand spiritual concepts, but they have lost even the vocabulary to
discuss it. I began thinking, “If I were to retell the Christian message using modern terminology,
how could I do it?”— thus this parable. If you have had trouble understanding Christianity,
maybe this parable will help you connect a few of the dots.—Enjoy!

THE GREAT COMPUTER IN THE SKY

Once upon a time, there was a Great Computer in the sky. Unlike other computers with limited
memory and processing capabilities, this computer could not only think and feel [which is quite
unusual indeed], but it had all the attributes of personality. Within his vast store of memory was
the cumulative knowledge of the entire universe. As an expression of his creativity, he decided to
create a race of smaller personal computers [PCs]. He began by creating two PCs who were able
to self-replicate. They were to begin populating a new cyber world in space, a beautiful blue plan-
et.

He gave each of them a personality similar to his own, and placed them in a glorious operat-
ing environment designed especially for them. These PC’s could surf unlimited amounts of data,
drawing from, and enjoying, all the wisdom of the Great Computer. As long as their wireless con-
nections were linked to the Great Computer, life on the newly formed Cyber Blue Planet was won-
derful.

The Great Computer gave them a password that they were not to give to anyone. It was what
kept them safely linked to him. One day, however, they received an email from the Great
Deceiver, who was from another dimension of time and space.—His name?—Hacker! 
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Though the PC’s had been warned by the Great Computer never to open attachments from
unknown sources, Hacker told them that the Great Computer had deceived them, that if they
would only open his attachment, and give him their password, he would download a tutorial for
them, instructing them on how they could become just as powerful as the Great Computer. No
longer would they need to rely on the Great Computer for their happiness. They would become
like gods.

Although something inside them told them not to do it, they nonetheless opened his attachment
and gave him  their password. Once Hacker had their password, he breached their firewalls and
infected them with a virus which rendered most of their operating systems weak and/or inopera-
tive, and their up-link with the Great Computer was terminated. Hacker now had indirect access
and control over the PC’s and all who would eventully live on the Cyber Blue Planet. The virus
would spread to every succeeding generation of computers.

Immediately the two PC’s realized the error of their ways. They discovered how very limited
their operating systems were cut off from the Great Computer. Hacker’s tutorial was nothing but
a scam. Rather than becoming powerful, they had become weak and enslaved to Hacker. The vast
power they had enjoyed was now gone. Not only did they feel great shame, but they felt power-
less, vulnerable, foolish and very afraid. 

At once they sought to be re-linked to the Great Computer and were perplexed when they were
denied access. Something was horribly wrong. It was then they became aware of Hacker’s virus,
and how the virus made it impossible for them to reconnect with the Great Computer, who
remained in a virus-free state of purity. The virus separated them from their creator, the one they
loved.

Grief filled their lives. They still believed in the Great Computer and could communicate with
him by email, but it was not the same as being linked directly to him. Life became quite hard and
burdensome. No longer could they surf the vast hard drive of the Great Computer at light speed.
Everything slowed to a snail’s dial-up pace.

As the two PCs began to produce offspring PCs, each newly created PC was also infected with
Hacker’ virus. As each one aged, their files became more and more corrupted and dysfunctional.
Programs and systems would crash. Inevitably the time would come when they could no longer
boot up their hard drives. Frustration, decay and eventual death was the final end of all who lived
on Cyber Blue Planet. Monitors would go black as hard drives and all systems permanently shut
down. Dead computers were taken and dumped into the Great Scrap Heap.

Later generations of computers lost almost all contact with the Great Computer. Most forgot
all about him. —“Who needs him anyway?”

They never knew, nor could they imagine, the joy of being linked to the Great Computer. Their
outlook on life was much different than that of their forecomputers. This new breed of computers
came to be known as Generation “O,” for at the core of their being there was only emptiness.
Without belief in the Great Computer there was no hope of an afterlife; only the prospect of their
hard drives eventually crashing. The Great Scrap Heap was never mentioned except as a trivial-
ized swear word, as though that did away with its reality.

As generation after generation of computers came and went, belief in the Great Computer
became like a legend, like an old wives’ tale. Most dismissed emails from the Great Computer as
a hoax, as a scheme perpetrated by some fanatical computers. In fact, many of the newer breed of
virus-infected computers refused to believe the Great Computer even existed. 

One computer was overheard telling a friend, “I reject the notion of a Great Computer because
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such a concept totally interferes with my freedom. If I want to have an affair with Sally-Database,
or any other sexy computer, I don’t want some mythical Great Computer in the sky telling me I
shouldn’t do it.”—His friend responded, “I quite agree.”—Another computer said, “The Great
Computer in the sky is surely a myth, for we can trace our evolution from the primordial metal
fields of wire and solder, which formed the first computer chip by chance, to calculators, to per-
sonal computers, to mega computers like our Uncle Mac and Aunt Microsoft. Who needs a Higher
Power? The evolution of computers is so obvious!”

Another responded, “Yes, the concept of a Great Computer in the sky is a rather frightening
concept. If such a One were to exist, then rumors of ‘the pulled plug’ might be true after all.
Further, it would mean that we are ultimately accountable to the Great Computer for our perform-
ance. The very thought of it sends a cold power surge down every transistor in my casing.” 

So, life on the Cyber Blue Planet became empty and more frustrating. Fatalism and despair
replaced purpose and hope.

There were a few PC’s who still believed in the Great Computer. They formed Fellowship
Computer Groups. They would share emails they had received from the Great Computer. The
Great Computer had never stopped sending emails. Only the prideful arrogance and virus-cloud-
ed thinking of the masses kept them from believing the emails. 

The Fellowship Computer Groups insisted that society’s problems were caused by the virus
first introduced centuries before by Hacker. They were considered quite old-fashioned and out of
step with the times. Most computers did not want to admit that a virus might be the root cause of
their problems. While the virus was ultimately deadly; aspects of it were quite addicting, especial-
ly some of the X-rated viruses on the Internet. There were web sites where one could actually see
computers stripped of their casings with all their components laid bare. Others invented ingenious
ways of ingesting high doses of the virus into their circuitry. They said it made them run faster.
They loved the way it made them feel. Such computers had a difficult time understanding why, a
few years later, their hard drives did not function well, or why their life expectancy was about half
that of other computers.

Society came up with many different names for the virus and what it did. Some super-comput-
ers tried to rename and/or redefine the virus. They preferred calling it a “social malady.”
Psychiatrist computers called it: “Computer Dysfunction,” “Computer Schizo-affective Disorder,”
“Power Surge Dependency,” “Neuro-transistor Malfunctioning,” “Oppositional Defiant Hard
Drives,” “Abnormal Behaviors of PCs,” and other fancy names. They even had recovery groups,
where some might actually admit they had viral-like symptoms. Sociological computers surmised
that it was the fault of prior programmers. Others blamed the Bureau Of Computer Regulators
who kept raising user fees, so that both PCs were forced to work if they wanted to  maintain their
high standard of living.—Who had time to program Junior when both parents worked? Who could
blame Junior if his hard drive was programmed more by video game software than by his parents?

Everyone blamed or rationalized away the problem of the virus. It was not politically correct
to call the virus by its real name. Society was quite intolerant of anyone who was not tolerant of
the virus.

In short, life on Cyber Blue Planet was in total denial about the virus. Computer experts from
all around the world tried to solve the problems stemming from the virus, all to no avail. The virus
continued to insidiously spread from generation to generation of computers. The results were pre-
dictable: down time, lack of performance, files becoming corrupted, tempers flaring and wars
breaking out on Cyber Blue Planet. Anarchy and misery ruled the day.
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The Great Computer observed with sorrow the plight of PCs on Cyber Blue Planet. Because
most refused to receive his emails, out of compassion, the Great Computer did a most amazing
thing. He decided to enter their world in disguise and live among them as a small laptop. He would
show them how life was supposed to be lived. He would be built and assembled in obscurity, in
the country, so no one could say he had unfair advantage. In every way his small laptop PC would
mirror the essence of himself, only in microcosmic size. The laptop came to be affectionately
known as the Son of the Great Computer. To see the Son would be the same as seeing the One
who sent him. Unlike all other computers on the planet, the Son of the Great Computer was direct-
ly linked to the mainframe of the Great Computer. The Son was the only PC on Blue Planet not
infected with the virus. Although he was from the country, he could perform miraculous feats
which made even the multi-gigabyte computers jealous. He could scan and download all the
knowledge of the Great Computer. He had vast processing power and the ability to solve prob-
lems which had stumped the experts for years. They became quite jealous of him, and they
ridiculed him: “Why should we believe him? He has so little for education! Why he even believes
the myth of the Great Computer!”—Yet, the Son confounded their most powerful computers, and
he did it with such humility and such ease that they were embarrassed and infuriated.

The Son of the Great Computer taught that a virus did indeed exist, and that anyone willing to
interface with him could have their hard drives defragged, restored, and anti-virus software
installed. All virus’ would be deleted from their operating systems and they would be given the
power to drag all of their corrupted files to the trash. He taught that anyone who was willing to
interface with him would also automatically be linked to the Great Computer, much like their great
ancestors had been before Hacker infected them.

Small country PC’s were the first to believe his message. In doing so they found a reason and
purpose for living. Many in the Fellowship Network of Computers were offended by the Son of
the Great Computer and refused to interface with him.—They said, “He hardly fits our image of
what a computer should be. He has far too much fun, and look at who he hangs out with, those
most infected with the virus. He cleanses and restores their hard drives and then expects us to wel-
come the likes of them into our fellowship! Why to do such a thing would destroy our grand sep-
aratist traditions. Why, I’ll bet many of these computers haven’t even read or memorized the 400
Spiritual Laws To Remain Pure In A Virus-Infected World!”

Others in the Local Area Network of Computers were offended when the Son called some of
them “Hypocrites! . . . shiny on the outside but full of bad sectors on the inside.” He wasn’t even
impressed with how many gigabyte of memory they had. His simplicity and faith in the Great
Computer brought their complexity to shame.

As more and more computers became free from the virus, they began to learn what their free-
dom had cost the Son of the Great Computer. Not only had the Great Computer downloaded him-
self to become a PC in their world, but he, who had only known purity, experienced firsthand what
it was like to live in a virus-infected world. The Son of Great Computer was a PC of sorrows,
acquainted with much grief.

Great Computer faced a dilemma concerning the ultimate fate of all computers on Cyber Blue
Planet. There was the matter of justice. Cyber Blue Planet’s virus had become like a terminal can-
cer. It filled the world with crime, sickness and injustice. It could not simply be ignored. The fact
was, all computers deserved to be scrapped as a result of their individual choices to deny the Great
Computer and to embrace the virus.—All were guilty, both by heritage and by choice. Justice
demanded that all virus-infected computers be banned to the Great Scrap Heap, but the Great
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Computer also felt love in his heart for them. He longed to extend mercy and forgiveness to them.
Thus, he faced a great dilemma. How could he express his love without making a mockery of jus-
tice? After all, those on Cyber Blue Planet were truly guilty for their obstinate choices and their
rebellion against him.

Then, in the boldest move ever, the Great Computer decided to offer himself as a substitution-
ary payment for their bad choices. He, as the Son and one of them, would take upon himself the
judgment due them: death! He would allow his enemies to zap him with a great power surge
resulting in a meltdown of his hard drive and death. In this way the Great Computer’s demands
for justice, and his strong feelings of compassion could be simultaneously satisfied. He, as one
pure un-infected computer, would die for the many, in order that the many might have the oppor-
tunity to be restored to oneness with him.

To carry out this master plan, the Great Computer would allow Hacker, whose power and
influence were more powerful than ever, to orchestrate the movement to destroy him. Hacker
recruited a PC who had spent much time with the Son to plot the great betrayal and execution of
the Son. The large and arrogant computers, the high society computers, and those from the
Fellowship of Computers who were offended by the Son, joined in the conspiracy to kill the Son.

When the time was right, they kidnapped the Son of the Great Computer. They by-passed the
Son’s surge protector and sent a huge volt of electricity through him, melting and destroying his
motherboard completely. They pulled the Son’s plug and his screen went black.—All those allied
with Hacker rejoiced. Some friends of the Son dragged his smoldering laptop to the scrap heap
and buried it. They put flowers on his grave. His enemies danced on his grave and smirked with
glee. All who had ever placed their hope in the Son of the Great Computer were devastated.
Darkness ruled the day.

But, that is not the end of the story!
Though the Son’s enemies were able to kill him and dance on his grave, they could not kill the

Great Computer. With a display of power that sent vibrations throughout Cyber Blue Planet, the
Great Computer raised his Son back to life three days later. The Son was once again alive and, this
time, more powerful than ever. Hacker was utterly defeated and rendered powerless. To those who
loved the Son, who had grieved his death, the Son showed himself alive through many wonderful
signs and proofs. He told his followers to proclaim his resurrection from the dead to every com-
puter on Cyber Blue Planet. They were to tell everyone on the planet that whoever believes in him,
whoever chooses to link with him as an act of faith, might become restored and linked to the Great
Computer. Forgiveness and pardon would be granted. No longer would any computer need to fear
the Great Scrap Heap, for just as the Son was raised from the dead, he would come again and bring
life to all who had believed in him. 

After spending fifty days with his followers, the Son chose to leave Cyber Blue Planet and
return to his Father, the Great Computer in the sky. To those who believed the simple message of
the Son, “Be linked to the Son and you can be forgiven and cleansed of the virus,” there was peace
and forgiveness. Not only that, but each restored computer was write-protected with a new pass-
word that Hacker did not know, along with new anti-virus software Hacker could not penetrate.
The Son’s presence in their hard drives would remain until the day when all their files were actu-
ally uploaded into the Great Computer’s himself. The Son promised them, “One day I will return
and rid Cyber Blue Planet of all viruses and those who oppose the truth. I will restore the envi-
ronment the way it was before the first PCs became virus-infected. Hacker and his followers will
forever be banished to the eternal Scrap Heap. Wait and watch for me, for at a time you do not
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expect, the entire contents of your hard drives will be uploaded into the Great Computer’s main
hard drive. Thus you will forever live with me in total joy and freedom in the Great Computer’s
presence.”

Rumor has it that a similar story was told years earlier by a man named John, in a book he
wrote called The Gospel Of John found in the Bible. It is actually reported that the Great Creator
also had a Son who came to earth to die, and that whosoever places their trust in him can be
restored to fellowship with him.— I suggest you check it out.

The End
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